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Research into control of aquatic plants has evolved including biological, chemical, and mechanical. The and control strategies is shared by researchers, Corps state and local control personnel. As experience with different control methods increased and the number of personnel involved has also increased, acquiring the current and relevant information for a specific plant control application has difficult. Computer-based expert systems have areas to help manage voluminous information and to help identify solutions to problems. Because of those successes and the growing base of knowledge that is readily available to aquatic plant program managers, this report evaluates the of using expert systems in the management and control of aquatic plants.
(Continued) INTRODUCTION 1. Aquatic plants are important elements in aquatic ecosystems. They can, for example, provide habitat for various kinds of beneficial aquatic organisms. Aquatic plants can also interfere with navigation, recreation, water supply, irrigation, and other uses for water. Consequently, natural resources managers seek the most environmentally acceptable and cost effective means to maintain beneficial levels of aquatic plants.
2.
Research for control of aquatic plants is conducted under different technology areas, including biological, chemical, mechanical, and integrated.
Field application of the technologies has produced a better understanding of the technologies and management strategies. The knowledge concerning aquatic plants and control strategies is shared by researchers, Corps District and project personnel, and state and local control personnel. As experience with different control methods and the number of personnel involved have increased, acquiring the most current and relevant information for a specific plant con trol application has become more difficult.
Computer-based expert systems have been used successfully in other technical areas to help manage voluminous information and to help identify solutions to specific problems. Because of those successes and the growing base of knowledge that is not readily avail able to aquatic plant program managers, this report evaluates the feasibility of using expert systems in the management and control of aquatic plants.
PART II:
COMPONENTS OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM 3. Expertise consists of knowledge about a particular domain (technical area), understanding of the domain problems, and skill at solving some of these problems. An expert is a person with considerable knowledge of a par ticular field. That person's knowledge is acquired through formal and infor mal learning as well as experience (Frenzel 1987) . Knowledge in any specialty is usually of two kinds: public and private. Public knowledge includes the published definitions, facts, and theories in textbooks and references. The private knowledge is based largely in heuristics, i.e., a method of education in which the individual relies on personal experiments, observations, practi cal experience, and rules of thumb to find solutions. Heuristics enable the human expert to make educated guesses when necessary, to recognize promising approaches to problems, and to deal effectively with incomplete data or data with errors (Hayes-Roth, . A relatively new tech nology for transferring public and private expert knowledge is the computer based expert system. An expert system is "a computer program which has a wide base of knowledge in a restricted domain, and uses complex inferential reason ing to perform tasks which a human expert could do" (Hart 1986 ).
Basic Units of Expert Systems
4.
The expert system itself consists of three basic units: the knowl edge base (facts and rules), the inference engine (control of the use of rules), and the user interface (user/expert system interaction). An inference chain is the sequence of steps or rule applications used by a rule-based system to reach a conclusion (Waterman 1986 ).
7. Rules provide a practicable way for describing si.tuations i.n today's rapidly changing and complex society. In a conventional computer program, th control and use of data are predetermined by the program code. Processing is done in sequential steps and branching (pursuing a new direction for a solu tion) occurs only at selected points. That type of processing works well for algorithmic solutions and slowly changing data such as solving a set of simul taneous linear equations. Rules, however, work well for data-driven problems with large numbers of branches (different solution directions). Rules enable the program to examine the problem at each step and react appropriately. The rule-based system is capable of explaining what the program did and how the conclusion was reached.
Inference engine 8. The control strategy in the inference engine determines how the rules in the knowledge base will be examined. This is done by a forward chaining or a backward-chaining sequence. Chaining is the attempt by the inference engine to match facts obtained from the user with IF or THEN state ments in the rules. In each case, the inference engine examines each rule in the particular sequence in an attempt to infer new information and thereby identify a solution for the given problem.
9.
In many cases, the goal or solution must be assembled or constructed because there may be a large number of possible outcomes. These problems are more suited for forward-chaining. Forward-chaining systems make clear the distinction between the knowledge base (the information provided by the expert) and the working memory (memory containing facts that emerge as a result of interaction with the user).
The premises of the rules in the knowl edge base are compared to the contents of working memory, and if they are true, given the information on hand, the conclusions are added to the list of facts and the system examines the rules again. Forward-chairiing systems are therefore often referred to as data-driven systems (Harmon and King 1985) .
10. Reasoning in a forward-chaining system is a "recognize-act" cycle.
First, the rules that can fire, given the contents of the working memory, are recognized and identified sequentially. One rule is selected, and then the action or conclusion is asserted into working memory. The system then pro ceeds to the next cycle and checks again to determine what rules fire. The identification of aquatic plants can be determined by the following questions:
£.
Is the plant habitat above or below water (to eliminate one of the habitats)?
Q. Does the plant have single or multiple leafs?
Are the leaf veins parallel?
The expert system can include color photographs as examples for the user to view when answering the questions. Even if the user fails to provide part of the description, the expert system can provide a conclusion and state a degree of certainty about that conclusion.
11.
Backward chaining is applicable when a problem is caused by a lim ited number of possible conditions. If the possible outcomes (i.e., the answers or solutions) are known and if they are reasonably small in number, If the system cannot find a rule stating the plant is waterhyacinth, it simply asks if the plant is waterhyacinth. If the user responds "yes," then the expert system makes the appropriate inferences:
£. The plant is waterhyacinth, and it is emergent.
Q. The plant is emergent, and spraying is recommended.
£. Spraying is recommended, spray with 2,4-D.
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12. When reasoning with either chaining system, the control strategy guides the solution by determining the order of the rules to be examined and which rule to examine next after a rule has fired.
Building an Expert System 13. The process of building an expert system is often referred to as knowledge engineering. It involves an interaction between the expert-system builder, referred to as the knowledge engineer, and one or more human experts in some problem area. The knowledge engineer extracts from the human experts their procedures, strategies, and rules of thumb for problem solving and builds this knowledge into the expert system as shown in Figure 1 (Waterman 1986 where human expertise is superior to the programmed computer. This is not necessarily a fundamental limitation but more a current state of the art.
Limitations of the expert system are:
Less creative and innovative than human expert.
Q.
More programming and additions to the knowledge base are required for new concepts.
£.
Lacks the commonsense knowledge of human experts.
Current Applications
18. Currently, there are approximately 3,000 expert systems operating in the United States.
Expert systems have been developed to address many dif ferent situations but can be grouped in the following categories and examples:
~.
Interpretation--inferring from input data along with a knowl edge base in an attempt to understand the data and provide an explanation.
Q. Predictions--inferring likely consequences of given situations.
£. Diagnosis--inferring system malfunctions from observations.
Q. Planning--designing actions.
Monitoring--monitor a process and then provide an output con trol response.
f. Instructional--evaluates a student's level of knowledge and understanding and can adjust the instructional process to the student's needs.
g. Control--governing overall system behavior.
19.
For example, there are expert systems that diagnose system malfunc tions in an automobile electrical system, a high-performance disc drive, and a drill pipe stuck on a drilling rig. A system designed and used to discover a molybdenum deposit will probably exceed $100,000,000 in value. Others diag nose bacterial infections in hospital patients, configure VAX computer systems (humans tend to forget to order components of the system), control the treat ment of postsurgical patients in intensive care units, and monitor instrument readings in a nuclear reactor (looking for indications of an accident).
20.
Expert systems have been used for a number of agricultural and natural resource management applications. COMAX is an expert system for cot ton crop management used in making decisions about three factors related to cotton management: irrigation schedules, nitrogen requirements, and the crop maturity date (Lemmon 1986) . Each day it computes the expected irrigation date, the expected date and amount of fertilization, and the expected date of crop maturity. These are computed daily because, as the predicted weather for each day is replaced by the actual weather for that day, the computed dates are recalculated. Growers believe that the system's ability to pinpoint the day the crop is mature is the most valuable feature.
"Expert Systems for
Agriculture" (McKinnon and Lemmon 1985) is a related article reprinted in Appendix A. An expert system for decision support in resource management has been developed for rangeland grasshopper treatment selection (Kemp, Onsager, and Lemmon 1988 Operate on an IBM PC computer or compatible clone.
Q. Contain current knowledge regarding new products.
Be easy to use, with little training and accessible by the aquatic plant control managers.
Q. Be kept current. This may require a small staff with access to specialists.
~.
Reflect the knowledge gained from experiences of the plant con trol managers in the field. Specialists can be charged with responsibility of updating those portions of the expert system for which they are knowledgeable. As discussed earlier, the operational responsibility for maintaining and distributing a current expert system should be someone other than District personnel.
32.
A further recommendation by the workshop group is that it would not be wise to attempt to address the o~erall expert system initially. A more prudent approach would be to build a small prototype expert system. This would give users the opportunity to evaluate the capabilities of an expert system and to demonstrate its effectiveness. Appropriate applications for the pilot study were considered. Workshop participants determined that an excel lent prototype would be the knowledge contained in the manual by Westerdahl and Getsinger (1988) . Developing the guide into an expert system, even though a prototype, would be immediately useful to the aquatic plant managers and would provide an appropriate technology transfer application in a user friendly format of state-of-the-art information. • To determine if the knowledge and reasoning required to control aquatic plants can be entered into an expert system that can be used by managers in the field.
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• To provide managers, faced with problems in aquatic plant control, with a method for determining the best solution for the problem.
Expert Systems
One method of transferring knowledge held by a specialist or several special ists is by means of an expert system.
Expert systems are special computer software applications that are capable of carrying out reasoning and analysis functions in narrowly defined areas at proficiency levels approaching levels of the human expert.
The study of expert systems is a subfield of the computer science field known as artificial intelligence.
Currently there are approximately 3,000 expert systems operating in the United States.
Many expert systems are of the diagnostic type.
For example, there are expert systems for diagnosing problems with an automobile electrical system, a high performance disk drive, a diesel locomotive, and a stuck drill pipe on a dril ling rig.
An expert system typically performs as follows:
• Asks questions about the problem.
• May instruct the user to perform tests and report the results.
• Diagnoses the problem.
• Recommends an action to solve the problem.
Expert systems are designed by a team consisting of:
• Experts
The person or persons who are experts in the field.
• The knowledge engineer
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The person who can convert the knowledge from an expert into a computer for reasoning and analysis.
• Users
Those supported by the expert system. Users use the expert system and also play an important role in debugging an expert system. They often provide additional knowledge that is added to the expert system. For example, the principal users of the XCON Expert System (to configure VAX computers) are also the experts on how to configure computers.
Rule-Based Expert Systems
There is no limit to the variety of ways that expert systems can be developed. However, in the past few years there has been an acceleration in the popular ity of rule-based expert systems.
Rule-based expert systems have many advantages:
• It is easy to think in terms of rules and facts.
• It is easy to enter rules and facts into the computer, thus eliminating time consuming programming.
• It is easy and fast to build a prototype to test the feasibility of using an expert system to solve a problem.
• After gaining experience building a prototype, it is easy and inexpensive to begin again, using another approach.
• After a satisfactory prototype is built, it is easy to modify and extend it to a comprehensive final system.
How a Rule-Based Expert System Works
There are three parts to a rule-based expert system.
• Rules
• Facts
• Inference engine
Graphic Representation of an Expert System
A set of rules and facts are prepared. They contain the knowledge and reason ing required for the expert system to perform.
The expert system requests additional facts from the user. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Graphic Representation of an Expert System
The inference engine applies the rules and the facts and infers (hence the name inference engine) from these a conclusion and recommendations.
Hybrid Expert Systems
A principal disadvantage of a rule-based system is that sometimes the problem or some parts of a problem cannot be expressed in rules.
For example, the rate at which aquatic plants grow is expressed better as a mathematical for mula or several mathematical formulas depending on temperatures, day length, nutrients, etc.
It would be impossible to express this as a set of rules.
In these cases we use hybrid systems. We use rules where they are appropri ate, and call in and execute mathematical subroutines when needed. Comax/ Gossyrn, an expert system for the management of cotton, is a hybrid.
Comax is the rule-based expert system, and Gossyrn is a model of the cotton plant. HOPPER, an expert system for control of grasshoppers on rangeland is essen tially a rule-based system, but calls upon mathematical programs to compute the rates at which grasshoppers grow and the amount of forage they consume.
Rule-based expert systems also have an educational advantage.
It is possible to design the system in such a way that it can explain its recommendations.
For example, if the expert system recommended c as a control for alligatorweed, this recommendation could be questioned and the system A4 Expert Systems and Aquatic Plants would explain its reasoning.
For instance, alligatorweed is an above-water plant, and the controls that are applicable and effective in a short period of time are a, b, and c, with c being the least expensive.
The system can also explain why a different recommendation was not made.
For example, the user might ask why not use white amur, and the expert system would reply, "White amur will not control plants with growth above water."
Other computer systems can be programmed to explain their results but it is easier with rule-based systems.
Expert System Shells
A wide variety of expert system shells are available. An expert system shell is a system of programs that provide a means for entering rules and facts into the computer plus an inference engine that executes those rules and facts interactively with the user.
Commercial shells range in price from $100 up to $60,000.
In 1985, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) purchased two expert system shells (named ART), $40,000 each, and also purchased $120,000 Symbolics LISP computers to run them on.
Comax, the cotton crop management expert system, was developed in this way.
In 1986, USDA purchased the VP-Expert package for $100 to run on the PC com puter.
It was used to develop HOPPER, the grasshopper management program described in one of the attachments.
There is also an excellent shell named CLIPS, developed by NASA, to run on the PC.
This shell is patterned after ART and is free to Government agencies.
Workshop on the Feasibility of Using Expert Systems in Aquatic Plant Management
The Aquatic Plant Control Research Program (APCRP) proposes to conduct a l-day workshop to evaluate the feasibility of using expert systems in aquatic plant management.
Dr. Hal Lemmon from the Agricultural Research Service of the USDA, under con tract to the APCRP, will present an overview of expert systems and discuss other systems similar to a possible Aquatic Plant Management expert system.
The participants of the workshop, prior to the workshop, are asked to brief themselves on the concepts of expert systems by reading or browsing the three articles attached to this package.
The participants will be invited to discuss the aquatic plant control problem.
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• We will attempt to identify aspects of these problems as seen from the point of view of the field managers and from the point of view of researchers.
• We will define the scope of the problem, identify specific objectives, and decide criteria for considering the proposed expert system a success.
The point of contact for the workshop is:
Dr. Larry Lawrence Resource Analysis Group (601) 634-2778
Articles About Expert Systems
The following articles about expert systems are attached:
• Comax, an Expert System for Cotton Crop Management The participants of the workshop, prior to the workshop, are asked to brief themselves on the concepts of expert systems by reading or browsing the three articles attached to this package.
o We will attempt to identify aspects of these problems as seen from the point of view of the field managers and from the point of view of researchers.
o We will define the scope of the problem, identify specific objectives, and decide criteria for considerip.g the proposed expert system a success. 
T ODAY THREE BALES OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS ARE MILLED FOR
every bale of conon. Funher, the synthetic fiber industry has recently adopted a vigorous research program to produce fibers at still lower cost. For conon to survive, research to lower production costs is imperative (1).
An expert system, Comax (COnon MAnagement eXpert), has been developed that advises conon growers on crop management at the farm level. The expert system is integrated with a computer modd, Gossym (from Gos5JPium and simulation), that simulates the ~rowth of the conon plant (2). This is the first integration of an expert system with a simulation model for daily usc in farm management.
Gossym
Researchers began developing Gossym in 1973. The program was developed over 12. years with contributions from ten scientists at four institutions (3) in rwo countries. It simulates the growth and development of the entire conon plant on an organ-by-organ basis: roots, stems, leaves, blooms, squares, and bolls. It also simulates soil processes such as the transfer of water and nutrients through the soil profile. For Gossym to accomplish this, it needs data from mechani cal and chemical soil analyses of the farm field to which it is being applied. Such analyses can be perfonned by state-owned soil test laboratories, the Soil Conservation Service, or commercial labora tories. The specific data required are soil hydrologic properties, soil fertility, soil impedance (resistance to root growth), water release curves, and bulk density.
The model is driven by weather variables. It requires, on a daily basis, such data as the maximum and minimum temperatures, solar radiation, and rainfall. It was developed with SPAR (Soil-Planl Atmosphere-Research) units, where conon is grown under highly 4-JULY 1986 controlled conditions and the various rate processes can be deter mined, but it was extensively tested and validated against field data.
Gossvm is capable of running on most compurers, including microcomputers. A complete simulation, from emergence to har· vest, can be done in 6 to 8 minutes on a VAX 750 computer, in 60 to 90 minutes on a microcomputer (an IBM PC, or equivalent, with a math coprocessor), and in 20 to 30 minutes on an advanced microcomputer (an IBM PC-AT, or equivalent, with a math coprocessor) .
The development of microcomputers has expedited the move ment ofGossvm to the fann to assist in crop management. In 1984 a project to usc Gossvm on conon fanns was initiated by the USDA Agricultural Research Service in cooperation with the National Conon Council, and microcomputers were provided for a 6000-acrc farm in the Mississippi Delta (4) and a l000-acre farm in the South Carolina Coastal Plain (5) . In 1985 Comax was tested on the 6000 acre farm.
In the research laboratory, a multidisciplinary team of conon experts provides Gossym with input and inteflJrets its output. Comax was developed to provide the input and to perform the analyses when Gossym is used for practical, on-farm decision making. This is the first anempt I am aware of to integrate an expert system with a simulation model with the objective of optimizing crop production.
Comax
An expert system is a computer system with the capability of perfonning at the level of human experts in some particular domain. It is possible to build expert systems that perfonn at remarkable levels (6) . While there arc several methods for designing expert systems, rule-ba.o;cd systems have emerged as the popular architec ture. Deriving their knowledge from relatively easily understood facts and rules, rule-based systems offer surprising power and versarility (7).
Comax is a rule-based expert system that operates Gossym the way a human expert would to detennine three factors: irrigation schedules, nitrogen requirements, and the crop maturity date.
As shown in Fig. 1 , Comax consists of a knowledge base, an inference engine, Gossym, a weather station, and data (for example, the seeding rate and soil parameters). The knowledge base is a set of rules and facts wrinen in ncar-English. The inference engine exam ines the rules and facts to detennine what is to be done. It prepares data files accordingly to hypothesize the weather and to hypothesize applications of water and nitrogen. Then it calls Gossym, which reads the data files prepared by the inference engine and simulates 
Software, Hardware, and Data
The software components of Comax are the inference engine and Gossl'm. The inference engine is wrinen in the LISP computer language, and Gossvm is wrinen in FORTRAN. The computer languages were selected on the basis of appropriateness for the task to be performed, LISP being appropriate for an expert system but inappropriate for simulation. The knowledge base, so far, has about 50 rules, the inference engine about 6000 lines of code, and Gossym about 3000 lines of code Comax was developed un a Svmbolics 3670 computer and is down-loaded, unchanged, to the PC computers where it runs under Common LISP, offered bl' Gold Hill Computers. Gossvm was developed on the VAX. 750 computer and is also down-loaded, unchanged, to the PC computers and compiled using the FOR TRAN 77 compiler otfered bl' Rvan-McFariand
The conon grower who used Comax has a microcomputer (an IBM PC or equivalent) with a math coprocessor and a dot-matrix printer in hiS office. The S\'stem can automaticallv call the weather stanun dailv bv telephone' but, if a phone line is" nor practical, the data mal' be entered into the computer manually. The microcomput er costs $4000 to $7000, depending on the configuration selected. The cost of the weather station is $4000, which includes solar panels to provide power. Hardware for telephone connection is $1200.
Comax Rules
hgure 2 shows some of the facts and one of the rules used in Comax. This rule, "find-water-stress-day," is one of the set of rules used to determine the optimum irrigation schedule. The rule is true if every term in the "if' part of the rule matches a term in the facts base. In this case, (run-number (number) of the rule matches the fact (run-number I) if (number is assigned the value I, and (hypothe sized·weather ?weather) matches the fact (hypothesized-weather hor-dry) if (weather is assigned the value hot-dry. Emries that begin lO with a question mark. such as (number, are treated as variables by the inference engine and are assigned values, as needed, to cause a match.
In the case shown in Fig. 2 , the rule is trUe, and the inference engine will proceed with the actions in the "then" part of the rule. It first prints on the computer screen a message describing the action. Next, it runs the Gossl'm program using the hor-dry weather scenario. When Gossl'm is finished, the inference engine examines the results of the run and places new facts imo the facts base. One of the new facts will be. for example. (w-stress-day 236), where 236 represents the da,' of the I'ear the crop went imo water stress.
The final action of the inference engine is to assert a new fact, (sel hypothesis-irrigation). imo the facts base. The purpose of this new fact is to cause another rule, which is called "set-up-hypothesized irrigation" and is nor shown in the figure, to be true. That rule, a lengthy one, determines the dal' that irrigation should be applied. Conceptualil'. it docs this bl' taking the water stress day, subtracting the application time given in the fact (irrigation application-time 4), determining the amount of water to be applied from the fact (irrigation amount I), and asserTIng a new fact (hypothesized irrigation 232 I). Howel'er, there are actually other considerations, such as how soon to harvest and how many days since the last irrigation, which this rule also considers.
Comax recompules the optimum management scenario each day, prints a daill' report that recommends crop managemem procedures and, if il is desired. swnmarizes the imermediate simulations to explain the basis for the recommendations. Comax can show the results of simulations either bl' tabular reportS or by graphs on the dot-matrix primer.
Operating Comax on the Farm
Comax is designed to run cominuously throughout the crop year on a dedicated microcomputer. Each day it computes the expected irrigation date, the expecled dale and amounl of fertilization, and the expected date of crop maturity. These are compuled daily because, as the h\-pothesizcd weather for each day is replaced by the actual weather for that dal', the computed dates change.
DetNmining irrlflatwn requirmunt5. Comax begins each day by determining the expected irrigation date. It does this by running Gossvm with a hl'pothesized weather scenario, noting the date the crop goes into water stress and subtracting the number of days it takes to applv the irrigation, Some irrigation systems, the cemer pivor type, for example, take several davs to apply water. Comax uses three different types of hvpothesized weather scenarios: (i) normal weather, (ii) hor-dn' weather, and (iii) cold-wet weather. The weather scenarios are specific 10 each farm, Comax first runs Gossym with the hypothesized hot-drv weather scenario. This establishes the earliest date that irrigation would be required, Comax then runs Gossvm with the normal weather scenario to determine the most likelv date that irrigation will be required. The results are presemed in a report printed at the end of the daily Comax operation,
The report states, for example, that today is 1 July and irrigation will be required on 10 Julv if subsequent weather is hot and dry or on 17 July ifsubscquem weather is normal. The next day, 2 July, the hypothesized weather for 1 July is replaced with the actual weather for 1 July, and the irrigation requiremem is redetermined. If 1 July was a cold and wet day, the new report may state that irrigation is required on 12 Jull' if subsequem weather is hot and dry (instead of 10 July as reported the day before) or on 19 July if the subse quent weather is normal (inslead of 17 July). Conversely, if 1 July is actually a hot and dr\' dav, the irrigation date for hot-dry weather will stiU be 10 Jull', but the irrigation date for the normal weath-SCIENCE, VOL. ~3l
All er hypothesis will be earlier. perhaps 15 lull' instead of 17 lui\'.
Detmnining nitrogtn reifuircmmfS. With corron, it is importam
nOt ro overfertilize. nOt onlY because of the obvious economic waste bUt also because o\'erfertilization can cause the plant ro be in an undesirable State at time of harvest. To determine the nitrogen requiremenrs, Comax first ensures that there is no water srress bv calculating an additional series of irrigation dates. After each calculation Comax determines the day the simulated crop wem inro water Stress and, on the basis of the assumption that the grower would irrigate ro relieye that Stress. it hvpothesizes a date and amount of irrigation. It then runs Goss\-m again ro determine the next date that the crop will be in water Stress. This process is repeated umil the end of the season is reached, and the result is an hypothesized irrigation schedule that should prevenr the crop from ever being in water Stress. This schedule is onlv for usc in determin· ing nirrogen requirements and is ne\'er followed. The actual irriga· tion schedule ro be followed is determined as described in the previous seerion.
Comax is now read\' ro determine the minimum amount of nitrogen that can be safell' applied. It docs so bv making a series of Gossvm runs with the cold·wet weather scenario, ro simulate the minimum plant growth and thus ro eStimate the minimum nirrogen requirement. Comax again makes a series of these Gossvm runs and, after each run, the dal' the crop wem imo nitrogen srress is nOted. Comax then emers imo the calculation a predetermined amount of nitrogen, and runs Goss\'m again. If nitrogen Stress occurs again, the amounr of nitrogen hypothesized is increased. When tOO much nitrogen is applied, there will be an undesirable effeer: after the bolls arc mature, the plant will begin ro grow vigoroush-. If such undesirable growth (shown in Fig. 3 . row 4, third graph) occurs, Comax reduces the amount of nitrogen. This process is repeated until Comax has determined the amount of nitrogen JUSt sufliciem ro relie\'e nitrogen Stress. This yalue is prinred in the Comax dailY report and represents the minimum amount of nitrogen the grower should apply.
The process is repeated with the normal weather scenario. This tells the grower the mOst probable nitrogen requiremem. Finally, the process is repeated a third time with the hot·dn-weather scenario, and the result tells' the grower the maximum nitrogen requiremem. From these three figures and from his own assessmenr of the weather the grower decides the amount of nitrogen ro apply.
The grower's satCst strategy is ro assume the cold· wet weather scenario will hold and applY the minimum amounr of nitrogen. If the weather turns OUt ro be berrer than this, the growet can applv additional amounts of nitrogen latet in the season. The penalrv for underestimating the nitrogen require:menr is onlv the COSt of applying the additional mtrogen, The penalrv for ovetestimating the nitrogen requiremenr is the COSt of the excess nirrogen plus, at harvest, the loss from its undesirable effeCtS, which can be substan· tial.
There is an additional tisk that nitrogen applied tOO early in the season can be lOSt because of leaching. Such a loss vaties with soil conditions, tainfall. and irrigation. Gossvm is capable of idenrifying the amount of nitrogen lOSt in this wav.
Farms that do nOt haye irrigation svstems arc handled in a differenr, simpler manner. Farms with trickle ittigation requite a differenr set of rules, a problem which will be addressed this year.
Detmnining harvest we. Comax also informs the grower when the corron is mature: so he can apply defoliantS and boll openers. This is particularlv important in such locations as the Mississippi Ddta, where early rains can phvsicallv damage the corron, induce boll rOt, and make the ground so muddv that the mechanical corron pickers cannOt operate. Ncar the end ofeach season the grower must decide either ro wait until it is certain the corron has reached its '" JULY 1986 maximum vidd or ro proceed with the han-CSt before the rains begin. With Comax. the farmer knows weeks in advance when his crop will mature. This can only be an approximation because of uncertainr" in the weather; bur as each day passes, the hypothesized weather is replaced bl' the actual weather, and the projeered maturiry date becomes more reliable.
CtmUIX 111 operatum. An example of the operation of Comax as it selects nitrogen and irrigation schedules is shown in Fig. 3 . The graphs in each row arc the resultS of a Gossvm simulation run bv Comax. In the firSt graph of each row, the circles represem nitrogen applications. The firSt three applications arc actual, bur the fourth application (on the firSt graph of rows 3, 4, and 5) is hypothesized bv Comax. On this farm the grower has applied 55, 60, and 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre at the time of planting and at 33 and 63 days after the plants emerged, respeerivelv. The line shows the nitrogen Stress. compUted as the ratio of the nitrogen used to the nitrogen needed by the plant for full growth of all organs. In the second graph of each row, the jagged line represents a measure of water stress in the plant, and the vertical bars indicate the amount of water applied or that is ex peered ro be applied by either rain or irrigation The third graph of each row shows the height of the plant, the number of squares (unpollinated Rower buds), and the number of bolls. The number of squares increases with time and then decreases as some squares are shed (because of stress) and others turn ro bolls. The fourth graph of each row shows the deveJopmenr of the prediCted vidd. The final vield, in bales per acre, is primed above the curve.
The firSt row of graphs were produced bv Comax JUSt after the third application of nitrogen. The second row of graphs is the last of a series of Goss"m runs in which Comax has direCted irs arrention to the wat~r Stress problem and hypothesized a heavier irrigation scheduk with no additional nitrogen. The second graph of this row shows that increased irrigation resulted in reduced water Stress and in imensified nitrogen Stress. With increased water, the simulated plant has the capacity for increased growth, and therefore it needs even more nitrogen. Even though irrigation is increased, there is no increased vield.
In the third row, Comax has hypothesized an application of 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre. The nitrogen stress is reduced, and th~ yield is increased.
In th~ fourth row, Comax has hypothesized an additional 60 pounds of nitrogen per acre. The nitrogen stress is eliminated, and the vield has increased correspondingly. However, the third graph ".RTICLES 31
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of this row shows that, after the bolls have all matured, the cotton plant has had a spurt of new growth and that it has staned adding new squares that will never mature. At the point where the vield levels off, the crop should be harvested since no more conon would be expected and delav would increase the risk of harvest losses due to inclement weather. To harvest cotton with modem equipment, it is necessary to applv a defoliant; however, this model plant would be so robust that the defoliant would not be as effective as it should be. The rules of Comax will cause this hypothesis to be rejected.
In the last row, Comax has selected 40 pounds of nitrogen per acre in conjunction with the indicated irrigation applications. This provides the maximum vield subject to the constraint of no second ary growth.
Constraints, such as irrigation capacity and the time required to irrigate, are provided for in the knowledge base. For example, on a field with pivot irrigation a typical constramt mal' be that I inch of water can be applied in 4 davs. Constraints are considered on a farm-bv-farm basis; as a consequence, the knowledge base varies somewhat from farm to farm.
Results from a Pilot Test
Comax was tested on the Mitchener farm (4) so that we could acqwre experience in its practical operation under realistic condi tions (8) . In mid-Jull' 1985 Comax predicted the need for nitrogen at the rate of 50 pounds per acre, as shown in the last row of Fig. 3 . As a result, the grower, who had not planned to applv any additional nitrogen, applied 20 pounds per acre throughout the farm except on a 6·acre test plot where no nitrogen was applied on alternate eight· Bo' " A13 row srrips. Comax predicted an addirional 200 pounds of carton lim on the carton rreared with nirrogen, with no delav in the dare of marurit'.'. Ar the end of the season. the rest plors were picked, some bv hand and some bv machine. Although corron is no longer picked bv hand for commercial purposes, some rows of the tesr plor were so picked to obtain a precise figure to compare with the neld predicted bv Cornu. The hand-picked rows showed a ner increase of 180 pounds per acre of corton, and the machine-picked rows a ner increase of 115 pounds per acre. The additional corron (machine picked) had an economic value of about 571 per acre, the cosr of the nirrogen was 54 per acre, and the cosr of applicarion was 55 per acre. Allowing for the cosr of processing the addirional corron, there was a ner gain of over 560 per acre on this 6000-acre farm. The grower believes, however, thar ir is the svstem's abilirv ro pinpoim the day rhe crop is marure thar is irs mosr valuable fearure. In the previous year (1984), the sysrem preclicred a marurirv dare of I September for the crop. Insread, the grower elected ro use the widely accepred rule thar a crop is nor marure unril 60% of the bolls are open and delaved harvesring unril 21 Seprember. Rain began on 6 Ocrober, and it was nor possible to complete the harvest until November, which resulred in a loss of both yield and <juality. The grower now belie\'es thar the marurirv dare of I September was correcr and thar, if the harvesr had begun on thar dare, corron production would have increased by approximarelv 4.3 million pounds and the <jualirv would have been improved bv an amounr worth an additional SO. I I per pound.
Future Outlook
During the coming crop year (1986), resting and development of Cornu IS continuing with 15 growers in five srares and with a roral culrivation of O\'er 50,000 acres of corron.
In the Unired Srares, there are 10 ro 12 million acres (varying from year ro year) of corron on 30,000 farms. Approximarelv 1300 farms (4%) are of 1000 acres or more and account for 33% of the corron. whereas 4000 farms are of 500 acres or more and accounr for 58% of the producrion (9) . The former are obvious candidares for Cornu; the Jarrer are probable canclidares. Management intensity of range lands in the western United States has significantly increased in recent years. There is also growing aware ness among ranchers and land man agers concerned with rangeland pests that control activities should be selected and scheduled to maximize efficacy anc1lor save forage with mini mal environmental disturbance. 01 the potential insect pests, grasshop pers are by far the most serious that land managers and ranchers face on rangeland. Several recent studies estimate forage losses to exceed 20 percent of that available annually (Hewin 19n; Hewin and Onsager 1982,1983) . Though the magnitude of the grasshopper problem was rec ognized over 100 years ago. linle Information is available to land man agers who wish to evaluate whether or not to spray, as well as when to control with what, based on site-spe cific conditions. This lack of informa tion is due at least in pan to the CO"l'lexity of the problem. There are AIS over 25 species of comrT1on grass· hoppers, each with its own biology, feeding on the wide array of forage plants in western rangelands.
The Problem
Even though few tools exist to help land managers make grasshopper management decisions, millions of acres of rangeland are sprayed annu ally with chemicals. At present, the USDA Animal and Plant Health In spection Service-Plant Protection and Quarantine (APHIS-PPQ) is charged with the control, not man 
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agement (control is a subset of man agement activities), of rangeland grasshoppers on federal lands, and has been operating in this role since the late 1940s. APHIS-PPO also participates in grasshopper control on state and private lands subject to minimum block-size constraints and cost sharing.
According to the APHIS-PPO Final Environmental 1m pact Statement (APHIS 1987) , eight grasshoppers per square yard (9.6 per square meter) is an administra tive action threshold used throughout rangelands of the westem United States. Given the complexity of the grasshopper problem and the differ ences in ecotypes and economics, it is unlikely that anyone grasshopper density is an appropriate trigger for all conlrol activities. Nevertheless, eight grasshoppers per square yard has been used by land managers and ranchers as both an economic injury level and an economic threshold. The economic injury level (ElL) is the lowest density of grasshoppers that will cause economic damage (Pedigo et al. 1986 , Stern et al. 1959 The economic threshold (ET) is the time (expressed as pest density) when economic damage will probably oc cur in the future if no control is im posed, and pest numbers are merely an index of that time (Pedigo et al. 1986 ). Use of a single-density meas ure as an ElL and ET no doubt has resulted in unneeded (non-economi cally justifiable) control activities in some areas and years, as well as failure to recognize other areas and years where control activities would have resulted in economic gain.
The weakness of eight grasshop pers per square yard as an ElL or ET is further illustrated when one under stands the source of this figure. APHIS (1987) states that eight grass hoppers per square yard is the den sity above which grasshoppers com pete with cattle for forage. Par1<er (1939) is cited as the source of this information. However, when describ ing population trends of grasshop pers from year to year, Par1<er stated:
The folkMing 'IfNII may . n result in twice the population of the previous year and there would be only eight per square yard, which is enough to cause sligtrt injury to crops but is not enough to cause much comment.
Par1<er (1939) also stated that den sities of 24 to 32 or more grasshop pers per square yard are high enough to cause severe damage to crops and should be considered outbreak den sities. It is alarming that Par1<er's original statement of an ET for crops has been misinterpreted over the years to be a generally accepted ElL for rangeland grasshoppers.
Given that a rancher or land man ager has determned that some sort of control is needed for rangefand grasshoppers, he/she is still faced with two additional problems. First. he/she is faced with selecting a treat ment from an array of chemicals or biological insecticides applied as sprays or on carriers such as bran bait. Second,he/she must decide, based on the appropriate biotic vari ables, the correct timing of the control measure of choice. The complexity of the problem is increased by the fact that the treatment selection is influ enced in part by aspects of timing.
For more than 50 years, the Rangeland Insect Laboratory (RIL) in Bozeman, Montana, has been in volved in the management of range land grasshop&>ers arxi has pub lished numerOl:5 .i1l'IICIes on their biology, ecology, and management. For exa~le, recent wort< by Hewitt and Dnsager (1982) resuhed in the development of a melhod to estimate potential forage consumption by grasshoppers within a given year based on initial densities. This wortl was conducted for three years at one site in Montana. Hewitt and Dnsager (1983) and Dnsager (1986 Dnsager ( , 1987a Dnsager ( , 1987b provide new perspectives on timing of control activities to maxi mize efficacy. Perhaps the only exist ingwor1< on estimating Ells for range land gras6hoppers is Dnsager (1984) , which provides methods useful for determining when to use malathion or cartlaryl for grasshop per control. Torell et al. (1987) devel oped a spreadsheet program for assessing the economics of range land grasshopper control programs. However, neitherDnsager(1984) nor Torell et al. (1987) consider directly the ability of a specific site to produce forage or how that forage production capability influences the determina 1ion of an ElL for rangeland grasshop pers. There also does not presently exist any single source (guide, com puter program, etc.) that a rancher or land manager can use for rangeland grasshopper management.
The major objective of the work described here was to develop a simple and easily applied computer decision support tool that land man agers could use to develop site-spe cific control decisions for rangeland grasshoppers. A secondary objec tive of this effort was to determine the applicability of expert system tech nolo9lY for this resourcp-based deci sion support problem. Dur intention was to incorporate the influence of land capability. insect densities, ex pected uses of forage, and weather to illustrate the importance of using currently available and easily obtain· able information to improve the rangeland grasshopper treatment selection process in the western United States.
Methods
Sys'nml Design COnsiderations
The decision support tool de scribed herein was developed with several a priori constraints. First, required site-specific inputs must be easily obtainable. Second, the result ing syste m should be small enough to run quickly on IBM-PC or compatible machines. Third, the model should be flexible enough 10 cover a wide range of scenarios lhat can be en countered by the user. Finally, the system should be a significant im provement over existing methods.
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These constraints were developed from meetings with agricultural extension agents, as well as APHIS ppo, ForeS1 Service (USFS), and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) personnel Approaching the problem from a simulation modeling perspective, it was obvious that the firS1 and second constraints above would be ex tremely limiting. Also, if a simulation model were developed from those few locations where detailed ecologi cal studies had been conducted, the resu~ing system would likely have limited value beyond those sites. There also exists a number of signifi cant data gaps that would prevent the development, at this time, of a widely applicable decision support system based solely on simulation models. Therefore, we considered the possi bility of using expert system technol ogy.
In assessing the appropriateness of expert system technology for this problem, we considered criteria simi lar to those suggested by Stock (1987) . First, expertise on rangeland grasshopper treatment selection is scarce. However, of five to seven recognized experts nationwide, three currently reside at the AIL. The three experts at the AIL have a total of more than 75 years of experience with rangeland grasshoppers. Further, all three of these experts use heuristics gained from their long experience when called upon to make a recom mendation about treatment selec tion, and have worked cooperatively for a long enough period so as to be in general agreement about the ap propriate treatment selections. There also exists an adequate num ber of test cases and potential users to validate individual components as well as the entire system.
The Way Decisions are Made
Our human experts used similar methods to solve a specific grass hopper treatment selection problem. In general, the expert, when con fronted with a potential problem, would first consider all possible treat ments as potentially applicable. Next, the expert would ask a series of specific questions, the answers to which would successively exclude different treatment options (i.e., envi ronmentally sensitive areas, pre dominant grasshopper type. current local weather conditions).
Other questions posed by the expert were aimed at determining whether it was too early or too late to treat with cer tain options (i.e., development stages of grasshoppers present, percent of grasshoppers in the adu~ S1age). This method of considering all options until sufficient information invalidated all but the best possible subset is called contra-indication and is commonly used in expert systems where diagnoses are made (Lemmon, unpublished) .
To develop an expert system within the a priori constraints above, we used VP-Expert.· VP-Expert is a rule-based expert system shell that has a number of power1ul develop mentfeatures that permit rapid proto typing and debugging (Latham 1988) . System requirements for VP Expert are minimal (greater than 256K AAM, one OS-DO diskette drive, and DOS Ver. 2.0 or later) and the inexpensive and unlimited annual runtime dispensing license made this shell desirable from a distribution S1andpoint.
SyS1em Overview
We separated the problem into two parts. First, the expert system determines all possible treatments considered acceptable according to the rules established by our human experts. Selections are based on scientific and technical reasons. Then the system detemnines, for each acceptable treatment, the cost oftha treatment and the value of the benefit, and ranks them according to their benefiVcoSl ratio.
This ap proach allows us to consider a treat ment that is not applicable today, but that might be applicable at a later date. For example, it may be prefer able to apply treatment B next week, instead of applying treatment A now, even though additional forage losses will resu~ prior to treatment B A series of meetings with the lead expert (J. A. Onsager) established the general pattern in which deci sions were made. An initial prototype was developed and presented to him for criticism. This process was re peated four times during construc tion, each time improving accuracy and fleXibility. Other experts (G. B. Hewitt and J. E. Henry) were ques tioned on specific aspects related to their expertise as the prototype was developed.
Information and heuristics used by the experts were captured in the form of if/then propositions (about 100 at present) within the VP-Expert context (Fig. 1) . VP-Expert uses backward chaining as its problem solving method, but we were able to forward chain using the FIND state ment and subsequently used both problerr.-solving methods in the final system. As noted previously, the method of contra-indication was used throughoul in the initial selec tion of possible treatments That is, instead of using rules to determine what treatment could be used, the rules were written to determine what treatments could not be used. This is the same approach that the human expert used to determine the appro priate treatments. The user is que ried (Fig. 2) case of wet weather (Fig. 1A) . A treatment could also be contra-indi cated for the future if environmental constraims were too limiting (Fig 18) . The users' answers to these queries are combined with the knowledge captured in the rules to arrive at a possible solution set of treatments (Table 1) . Minimal questioning was em ployed throughout to prevent a num ber of potential user-interlace prob lems (Schmoldt 1987) . However, if a user does not know the answer to a particularly important question, a second level of reasoning is pursued to obtain an answer at a reduced level of certainty. At present, certainty factors are not available to the user, though we are exploring appropriate ways to use them In future versions 01 this system.
For Ihe computation of benefit cost ratios, the user is asked for esti mates of grasshopper densities, the value of an Animal Unit Month (AUM) of forage equivalents, and is asked to modify defautt application costs if they differ from what he/she knows about the particular situation. This design was employed so that a user could explore the relative differences in actual treatment costs. For ex ample, a rancher may not find it eco nomical to treat with malathion if he ' she must be responsible for the entire cost of application, but this may nol be true if he/she participates in a state or federal cost-sharing program that reduces the rancher's per-acre obli gations.
At present, the benefit-cost ratio computations are simplistic; they only consider expected forage replace ment costs and application costs Data from Onsager (1984) were used in part to develop a function that computes expected forage de stroyed as a function of grasshopper density. This value is then converted to AUM equivalents and a dollar value is computed for the expected loss based on user input.
At any point in the session, a user may query the system on WHY a A18 Kemp et al.: Rangeland Grasshopper Treatment Selection " 2.14 particular question is being asked, and the system will respond with answers specific to that question. The user may also select WHAT/IF scenarios to rerun a session (without exiting) and evaluate the results of changes in specific inputs. Upon completion of a session, the user may request a hard copy summary of resulls (Fig. 3) .
Results and Discussion
Verification and validation of components of the system were conducted after the initial prototype was developed. A number of modifi cations were made as a resutt of meetings with appropriate domain experts (J. A. Onsager, grasshopper population dynamics, chemical con trol; G. B. Hewitt, grasshopper ecol ogy; J E Henry, biological control Of grasshoppers).
Once alterations were made and final computational testing Of the prototype was con ducted, the system was deemed suit able for on-site testing, System de velopment time, from initi<:: meetings to final prototype, consisted of about nine months. This system was sent out for field testing at about 10 test locations during the fall of 1988. Input that we obtain Irom users (from a questionnaire sent with the system) will contribute to system improve ment.
Action Threshold
Some potential impacts of the system can be illustrated with a very simple example. We will consider the problem, stated earlier, of the arbi trary and generally accepted action threshold for rangeland grasshop pers. Table 2 contains simplified input (selected or direct) for a particu lar scenario. Using this reduced set of input values, we examined the range of benefit-cost ratios of only one of the possible selected treat ments (malathion) that resulted trom variable inputs for AUM value and grasshopper density ( 
HOPPER Recommendations
Applying malathion now has a benef it/cost ratio of 1.45 Applying malathion later (a week trom now) has an approximate benefl1Jcosl ratio of 1.22
Applying acephate now has a benefit/cost ratio of 1.45
Applying carbaryl spray now has a benefit/cost ratio of 0.97. influences benefit-oost ratios through heuristics related to treatment-spe cific efficacy rates. The interaction of density and AUM value on the result ing beneliVcost ratios is striking. The AUM values selected lor considera tion represent a reasonable array 01 expected replacement costs over the land types considered in this system. However, lor rangeland in the simpli fied case presented here, treatment of eight adult grasshoppers per square yard with AUM value 01 $5,00 is not economical under any of the densities considered. Generally speaking, however, as the value 01 an AUM (the replacement oosts 01 lor age lost to grasshoppers) decreases, greater densities are required in or der to justify the costs 01 oontrol (asSUming fixedapplicalion costs), Even in this simple example, the inap propriateness 01 a single ElL is ap parent, especially since it is common lor forage replacement oosts to vary monthly during some parts 01 the year. 1\ also suggests that il the rancher's actual treatment applica tion costs were reduced, through, for example, participation in a govern ment-sponsored program, the bene fit-oost figures could change to the point where it could be profitable to treal, even though densities and AUM values were low (Table 3) .
In this example, our results are similar to those 01 a more detailed economic model developed by Torell et al. (1987) . However, the Torell el al. model is designed more lor re search than management. In addi tion to requiring a large amount of input from the user, it allows only comparisons of benefit-cost ratios for treatments selected by the user a pn'on' and does not consider the envi· ronmental conditions that our system does. It is very important to base grasshopper treatment selection on current and site-specific environ mental factors, as well as benefit-cost ratios (Onsager 1987b , Torell et al 1987 . The system that we have developed olfers land managers and ranchers the opportunity to consider a wide range of site-specific environ mental factors, as well as associated costs of all control treatments (both biological and chemical) currently registered for grasshoppers on rangeland.
We found the use of contra-indica· tion very helpful in developing this system. We expect that this method will find additional use in other pest management systems (i.e., lorests, crops) where treatment selection is the end goal. Also, the use 01 vp· Expert will no doubt be more common in the luture. The rapid prototyping capabililies as well as other leatures (i.e., excellent editor, trace features) make this a surprisingly complete development tool lor about $100. The CHAIN leature will allow very large systems to be developed, il necessary, without the need lor a great deal 01 RAM (say, 640K). This package continues to improve con current with user demands.
WorX is continuing on the develop ment 01 subsystems, such as detailed phenology (Kemp 1987a, Kemp and A20 Kemp et al.: Rangeland Grasshopper Treatment Selection Onsager 1986 ) and probability of outbreak (Kemp 1987b ) models that can easily be linked to the present system architecfure. Future plans also include linking geographic infor mation system attributes for the pur pose of expanding forecasting capa bilities.
applications. LISP machines provide high-quality graphics interfaces which improve the people/machine communications and make it far easier to develop large, complex AI applications. AI experts have also changed their point of view and narrowed their focus to I.l lDlaller, more practical domain of problen!s. As these factors have evolved, AI applications have begun to move from the laboratory to the commercial domain (Anonymous, 1983) . EXPERT 
SYSTEMS
Of the four principle areas of research in AI, Expert Systems currently offer the most promise for immediate applications solving computer programs that achieve a high level of performance in some specialized problem domain considered to be difficult and requiring specialized knowledge and skill. They have the following characteristics:
(1) heuristic -they employ judgemental as well as formal reasoning in solving problems;
(2) transparent -they have the ability to explain and justify their line of reasoning; (3) flexible -domain·specific knowledge is generally separate from domain-independent inference procedures, thus knowledge updating is made considerably easier than in conventional programming.
The emphasis in Expert Systems (ES) is on symbolic representation and inference rather than the numerical approach of traditional programming languages. ES contain two components. One of these is called the knowledge base. The knowledge base contains in some symbolic manner the knowledge of facts, judgements, rules, intuition, and experience about a particular problem area. The other component is called an inference mechanism. It can interpret the knowledge in the knowledge base. It can also perform logical deduction and knowledge base manipulations. The objective of an Expert System is to raise 'the performance of the average worker to the expert level (Santarelli, 1984) .
KNOWLEDGE BASE
The inference mechanism is essentially static. However, the knowledge base grows and expands as the expert behind it adds more knowledge to it. The knowledge base, like a database, stores information. The comparison of the commonality of a database and a knowledge base end here. The combination of symbolic representation of knowledge within the knowledge base, various kinds of knowledge-base structures. and relationships between the structures, make it possible to represent common sense information.
Some of the ways used to represent knowledge in a knowledge base are scripts (used mostly in natural language Iystems). logic, processes, rules, frames. and semantic nets. In general, any knowledge that can be represented by one method can be represented by the others. The choice A24 of method depends on how the knowledge engineer chooses to think about the knowledge and which representation lends itself most efficiently to retrieval and deduction of facts.
A semantic net uses both predicates and attributes to represent objects and to show relationships between the objects. A typical representation might be ROBIN IS-A BIRD, SPARROW IS-A BIRD, BIRD IS-A ANI MAL. In this case ROBIN, SPARROW, BIRD, and ANIMAL are nodes in a network and the links in the network represent the relation IS-A. The network as a whole forms a taxonomy (Kinnucan, 1984) .
Another symbolic knowledge representation structure found in knowledge bases is called frames. Instead of memory areas called fields, which a data base uses to hold information about its data, frames have variable-sized memory areas called slots. The slots may contain standard attributes, like databases do and they may also contain hypotheses that relate to the expert program's function, rules about program situations and actions to take, subprograms, and pointers to other frames. This slot-to-frame transition creates a hierarchy not found in databases (Ham, 1984) .
The most common form of knowledge base representation is rule-based. A rule is a conditional statement that specifies an action that is supposed to take place under a certain set of conditions. Rules in an AI program can be somewhat similar to if-then statements in conventional programming languages. However, most conventional programs contain only a relatively small number of possible paths at each step that calls for branching. In con trast, the conditionality embedded in AI problems is so great that the number of paths that can be exploited explodes combinatorially. In con ventional programming, the rules are imbedded directly into the program and consequently require considerable effort to develop, debug, and main tain. In a rule-based system the rules are entered into the knowledge base without programming. The programmer does not have to worry about where the rule fits in the structure, system developers can add, modify, and delete rules with ease. Since system developers do not have to be con cerned with proper &equencinl and consistency, they can explore and rapidly prototype complex, ill..pecified, ill-understood, changeable require ments -a characteristic of AI systems. ThIJ point of all this is that while • problem which is amenable to an expert system must be narrowly defined in order to be tractable, it does not necessarily have to be well understood. Using AI, crude prototyping can be rapidly developed which can hopefully be iterated on until a viable system emeJ'les.
INFERENCE ENGINE
The inference engine solves a problem by interpreting the domain knowl edge contained in the knowledge base. An inference engine is essentially a computer programmed to process symbols that represent objects. The computer reasons by processing these symbols. The most important symbol A25 processing operations are matching two character strings, joining or sepa rating two string~ and substituting one string for another. AB conceptually simple as this is, such operations allow for automatic reasoning. Two rea soning mechanisms are commonly used in rule-based inference engines, either alone or in combination. In forward (data-driven) inferencing (also called forward chaining), the system attempts to reason forward from the given facts to a solution. In backward (goal-driven) inferencing (also called backward chaining), the system works backward from a hypothetical solu tion (the goal) to find evidence supporting the solution. Often this requires formulation and testing of intermediate hypotheses (subgoals).
LISP MACHINE AI development generally requires large quantities of computer resources. Research in AI in the past was performed on large mainframe computers that were dedicated to this effort. With the advent of the supermicrocom puter, the lowering of computer hardware costs, and the steady increase in computer performance, LISP machines have now become widely available at minicomputer prices. However, there are still distinct differences between the LISP computers and conventional computers.
LISP computers are usually lingle-user machines. They are significantly different in computer architecture. LISP computers typically use a tagged architecture. A tag is placed in front of the computer word to designate the data-type. Special hardware allows data-type checking to be carried out at run-time, not just at compile time. This is important in a dynamic LISP envir<>nment to be compatible with the flexibility of the LISP language (Winston and Hom, 1981) and the generic nature of most functions to operate on many different data types. Run-time data-type checking ensures that the data types match the instruction. In this way, enoneous operations luch as 'add this number to this character string' is avoided. A characteristic of a LISP environment is that when objects existing in that environment are terminated (made to be inaccessible) they do not automatically disappear and tree up the memory space used. The computer must collect these unused objects and recover the memory. This process is called garbage collection. Some LISP machines have hardware usisted garbage collection. These machines also have the primitive instructions for the LISP language implemented directly into the hardware. All of these factors add up to a very lignificant advantage for the LISP machines. They are able to run LISP proi!'8IDS 5 to 10 times faster than conventional computers which have the l8Dle number of instructions per aecond rating. The LISP machines have multitasking capability along with high resolution graphics. To further enhance the very highly interactive programming environment, these ma chines have integrated a hand-held pointing device (mouse) to invoke soft ware functions. The display is usually a bit-mapped screen that can be updated trom 1 to 10 MHz data rate (Rich, 1983) . A list of LISP machines A26 is given in Table 1 . It is the authors' opinion that the price of the different computing systems is a very close approximation of the system's com putational power. The quality of the software and the support is another matter. The language of AI is LISP (an acronym for USt Processor). LISP has been in use since 1958 making it one of the oldest high-level languages in existance. LISP is a symbolic manipulation language and can handle predicate calculus logic. LISP programs are collections of independent procedures called functions. However, the developers of an Expert System may not need to program at all. There are many software development tools becoming available which give the AI programmer great power in developing software (Verity, 1984) . Rapid and efficient development of Expert Systems is enhanced if a powerful development system is available which meets the needs of the developer. A list of these development systems is shown in Table 2 . minicomputers. Many large LISP systems have been successfully developed on non-LISP macliines such as the IBM 370 or the DEC VAX. This includes expert systems for computer configuration and Expert Systems for equip ment failure diagnosis. There is no question that AI systems can be success fully developed on non-LISP computers. With the explosive growth of the microcomputer market, it is no surpise that LISP languages are beginning to appear in the market place. The question arises as to whether viable AI systems can be developed on microcomputers.
It seems to be the concensus of veteran AI developers that microcom puters will make an important contribution in two areas, first in training, and second in downloading and executing of AI systems that were developed on larger computers. The microcomputer LISP programs are excellent for learning LISP and the concepts of AI programming. There are excellent LISP tutorial packages offered which compliment the training process. So LISP on microcomputers has the potential of playing a major role in AI training. Downloading of an expert system developed on a LISP com· puter onto a microcomputer is the approach that is being taken in the development of COMAX, which will be discussed later. The prototyping is on the Symbolics 3670 and the final system will be downloaded onto a microcomputer which accomodates a subset of COMMON LISP.
Developing large AI systems on a microcomputer is another question however. Most AI developers feel that the microcomputer does not yet have sufficient power to support the development of serious AI systems. Un doubtedly with time this will also change.
One additional question is in regard to the Expert Systems Tools which are beginning to appear for microcomputers. Here again the concensus is that these tools could provide excellent learning experiences, and that limited expert systems can be developed on them, but that they are not yet suitable for the development of a serious expert systems. As certainly as the same technoloi}' that has presently given us LISP machines for de velopment of AI systems, that same technology will in time give us super microcomputers that can cope with the demands of a serious AI environ ment (McKinion,1980) .
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
Let us now address the question of AI and its usefullness, if any, to agricultural research and researchers. There are lIeveral components to this question. First is the use of AI computers in research. The powerful LISP computers now on the market are single-workstation computers. They can only be used by one person at a time. These computers were designed to maximize the performance of the individual developing a system, and they typically have capabilities not available in traditional computing. In de veloping computer programs, for example, the work is done in an editor window. While working on the program it is only necessary to make a single A28 keystroke to compile the program. The nature of the architecture and the speed of the computer are such that the program is compiled almost before you can take your fmger off the compile key. You can bring up the test window, again with a lingle keystroke, and make a test run. To go back to the editor takes another keystroke, and the cursor is pointing exactly to the point where you left off. Notice that the compilation was made without closing out the editor. The result of all of this speed and power is that software development is enhanced enormously. It is the experience of the authors that the development time is enhanced by a factor of 10. To place this in perspective consider that this means that a system which normally would take a year to develop using traditional methods can be developed in about a month. Systems which would require 3 year to develop can be developed in 3 months. It is also worth mentioning that this capa bility is not so much because of AI, but because of the power of the com· puters and of the power of development software used to support AI.
The high speed, large memories (the Symbolics 3670 we are using has 6.5 million bytes of RAM and almost 500 million bytes of disk) and the flexibility of these computers also support research users with large data bases to analyze. Data can be moved in and out of the computer with ease. Plots can be made on the high resolution screen giving the researcher unprecedented access to his data. The impact of these machines on research can be awesome.
There are currently 67 experimental and commercial applications of Expert Systems as listed by Feigenbaum and McCorduck (1983) in their book, The Fifth Generation. Expert Systems have been applied already in a diverse number of disciplines: chemistry, medicine, genetic engineering, mineral exploration and others. Table 3 gives a generic classification of the Expert Systems that have been developed.
Regarding the use of expert systems and research, there seems to be several opportunities. For example, there is now a commercially available and highly successful expert systems to advise on experiment planning for determining DNA sequences. Other expert systems have been developed for experiment planning but have had limited success.
One of the first expert systems, DENDRAL, grew from a research need. 
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The problem was to determine the three-dimensional structure of organic molecules. DENDRAL takes spectrographic data from nuclear magnetic resonators and mass spectrographs, coupled with empirical formulaes and basic chemical knowledge and infers with phenomenal success the molecular structure. This expert systems took 18 years to develop and is highly success ful. Given the areas in which Expert Systems have already been developed, '(vhere in agriculture are the opportunities for application of this new tech nology? The answer to this question should come in part from the definition of Expert Systems: Computer software applications that are capable of carrying out reasoning and analysis functions in narrowly defined subject areas at proficiency levels approaching that of a human expert. The two key words in this defmition are narrowly defined. The problem to be dealt with must also have at least one expert on the subject who has solved the problem. That is to say Expert Systems deal with applications and not with research. Expert Systems typically evolve most successfully where research talent in artificial intelligence is combined with subject expertise required to build a knowledge base for a specific application (Battelle Today, 1984) .
The first and foremost opportunity for using Expert Systems technology in agriculture is with integrated crop management. The operations costing the most and having the greatest potential effects on crop yield should be addressed in these systems. Farmers, fum managers, extension specialists, county agents, Soil Conservation Service agents and others have to make high-risk decisions concerning management of their crops on irrigation, tillage, fertilization, pesticide applications and herbicide applications. Not only are the timings of these events important, but also the quantity or type are important. The USDA Agricultural Research Service, Crop Simulation Research Unit at Mississippi State, MS is currently devt!loping a Crop Manage ment EXpert (COMAX) advisory system based on the dynamic cotton crop simulation model GOSSYM (Baker et al., 1983) . This Expert System will incorporate the knowledge of developers of the cotton model which predicts crop growth and yield in response to external weather variables, soil physical parameters, soil fertility, and pest damage and the practical knowledge of the extension specialists. A production rule system (also known as IF-THEN rules) is being constructed. The COM AX , which is written in LISP, calls the FORTRAN model GOSSYM to acquire informa tion to be put in the COMAX knowledge base. COMAX exercises the cotton model to find the optimum recommendation for management decisions on a daily basis to maximize cotton yields while minimizing user input to the crop system. Risk analysis will also be considered because some tumers can afford higher risk for possible higher payoffs than other farmers who cannot afford any risk. While the COMAX system is being developed on a LISP computer, the system will be downloaded onto a microcomputer tor use. COMAX will use the full resources of the microcomputer and run A30 steadily 24 h a day. The COMAX system will use weather data acquired from an automatic weather station to bring the model of the crop up to cunent status. COMAX will then generate weather scenarios which will be fed to the model GOSSYM ,which then predicts the growth and develop ment of the crop. COMAX, by using the weather scenarios, management decisions, cultural practice information, and other non-automated informa tion (insect scouting reports), then determines an optimum recommendation for today.
The list of Expert Systems for crop management is only limited by the number of agronomic crops. The Crop Simulation Research Unit is also developing simulation models of soybean and wheat crops, and these crops are also candidates to follow the COMAX system. There are many other areas in agriculture ripe for Expert Systems technology. Plant pathology, weed control, pest management, irrigation management, salinity manage ment, crop breeding, and many other fields, some as stand-alone Expert Systems and others as adjunct advisory systems to crop management Ex pert Systems. Expert Systems are suitable for any task which requires judgement and manipulation of facts (Santarelli, 1984) .
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Perhaps one of the greatest problems today is that of transferring new technology from the laboratories of research to practical application. Expert System technology is the ideal conduit of new knowledge from the agricul tural scientists' laboratory to usage at the farm level, the ultimate consumer of agricultural research. Expert Systems will not be static devices; they will be under continual development and improvement. As new knowl edge is discovered, this information will need to be incorporated into the knowledge base, calling for a continuing commitment of Expert Systems developers. Expert Systems derive their power from knowledge rather than from a single powerful technique. "In the knowledge is the power" is the key concept of Expert Systems developers.
